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Abstract. For a two-dimensional potential of intersecting parabolic bowls, we
obtain an analytical approximation for the survival probability in the limit that the
reactivemode is diffusiveand the perpendicular proteinmodefrozen. The approxi
mationis used in an automated computer algorithm for determining the parameters
of thepotential. Usingthisprogram, weareabletoobtaina reasonably goodfit to the
low- temperature data of CO binding to horse myoglobin. We find, however, that
features of the potential such as the saddle-point energy and the effectivebarrier,
expected to dictate the high-temperature kinetics, are not uniquely determined for
this potential from fittingthe low-temperature data.

I. INTRODUCTION
A classical topic in spectroscopy is the inversion prob
lem. For a diatomic molecule, one may construct a
unique procedure for determining its potential curve
from the measured vibrational-rotational spectral lines.
For trio. and polyatomic molecules, however, the prob
lem is difficult since there is no unique way to invert the
spectroscopic data to obtain the multidimensional po
tential energy surface.

In the present work, we initiate an investigation of a
"kinetic inversion" problem in biophysical reactions.
The goal is to invert kinetic data to obtain a multidimen
sional potential surface. In both spectroscopic and ki
netic inversion problems, the underlying assumption is
the existence of such a surface on which the molecule's
dynamics take place. In gas-phase spectroscopy, it is
SchrOdinger equation dynamics which gives rise to the
quantized spectral lines. For large biomolecules in solu
tion, the functionally-important motions are necessarily
diffusive in nature, so one wants to consider diffusive
dynamics on effective potential surfaces.1

CO binding to myoglobin (Mb) is often considered
the "hydrogen atom" of biophysical reactivity. The
heme Soret band' appears at two distinct wavelengths
for bound MbCO and deligated Mb +CO. Following the
difference absorption spectrum after laser photolysis of
MbCO allows one to determine the kinetics ofgeminate
ligand recombination. These kinetics have been mea
sured over an extensive range of temperatures (4-

300 K), times (l0-9-103s), solvent viscosity and pH, and
mutated protein structures.v" The rebinding kinetics are
multiexponential at low temperatures, becoming mono
exponential at room temperature. The low-temperature
data have been interpreted as distributed kinetics;
namely, each heme protein is frozen in a different con
formation exhibiting a different ligand binding rate.3

This interpretation tacitly implies that the minimal de
scription of the system involves a protein coordinate in
addition to the ligand coordinate.14 At low temperatures,
the protein motion is frozen, whereas at higher tempera
tures, the dynamics in both coordinates affects the ob
servable kinetics.

Can the ligand-binding data be quantitatively in
verted to yield an effective two-dimensional potential
in terms of ligand (x) and "protein" (y) coordinates?
This question, originally posed by Agmon and
Hopfleld,'" is extremely hard to answer. One seeks a
two-dimensional potential, U(x,y), and an anisotropic,
temperature-dependent diffusion tensor, (D.(T),
D (1), such that the solution of the time-dependent

y

diffusion (Smoluchowski) equation will yield a sur-
vival probability that agrees with the measured kinetics
for all temperatures (1) and times (t) during which the
binding process is geminate. Since there are two ex
perimental variables, T and t, while the potential de
pends on two structural variables, x and y, it is possible
that the answer is positive. However, how does one
*Authorto whomcorrespondence shouldbe addressed.
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II. THEORY
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Fig. I. The potential energy surface, U (x, y), as calculated
from eq I using the best-fit parameters obtained by fitting
horse-MbCO data (Fig. 4). Contour spacing is IOkcallmol.

A. The Potential
We consider two-dimensional potentials defined in

terms of a ligand-iron distance, x, and a "protein coordi
nate", y. The protein motion is transferred to the reaction
center by modulating the out-of-plane iron distance. The
bound state is centered at (O,yo) while the unbound
("pocket") state is located at (x" 0). The approximations
below are practical for potentials of relatively simple
forms. Hence we consider a potential which is some
what simpler than that of Agmon and Hopfield."
namely, that of two intersecting parabolic bowls"

U (x, y) ={ax
2
+f(~ - Yo): ' if x < xt

a (x-x,t + fy- + 2M, if x> xt (I)

This potential, shown in Fig. I, represents the two
spin states of the heme, S = 0 for bound MbCO and S = 2
for unbound Mb + CO. The intersection of the two
potential surfaces occurs at (xt ,yt). The ligand-binding
energy is 2M. The parameters a and f are twice the
force constants in the ligand and protein coordinates,
respectively. Again, for simplicity, they are assumed to
have the same value in both states. Since the ligand
moves over much larger distances than the iron, we will
set x, > Yo and expect to find that ax~ > fyJ . This removes
the symmetry between x and y motions. The major
motion occurs along x, which is therefore the "reaction
coordinate". The protein motion can be viewed as oc
curring along an auxiliary coordinate, y, "perpendicu
lar" to the reaction coordinate.

Equating the two forms of Uix.y) yields an expres
sion for the y dependence of the barrier location

ax, x'(y) =!YoY+ ,~ + (ar. - fy; )/2 (2)

systematically search an infinite family of multivari
able functions?

In the present work, we set out to answer a much
more limited question. First, we restrict ourselves to
the low temperature regime in which protein motion is
frozen and only the ligand is mobile within the "heme
pocket". Several empirical functions for the time and
temperature dependence of the deligated heme survival
probability have been put forward in this limit,3.l5·16 We
would like to think of the low T case as the limit of
two-dimensional dynamics in which D --+ 0 while D
remains finite. The ligand motion is>' still 'diffusive:
though its diffusion coefficient, D

x
' may be nearly tem

perature independent. This is because a diffusion coef
ficient is determined by random collisions with the
surroundings. In a relaxed environment, the collision
rate increases with temperature, but in a frozen envi
ronment, collisions are induced solely by ligand mo
tion ("Knudsen diffusion"). For such extremely
unisotropic diffusion, the solution of the partial differ
ential (Smoluchowski) equation indeed reduces to the
conformational integral implied by the distributed ki
netics assumption.tP:" In order for the frozen protein
limit to truly represent a one-dimensional limit of two
dimensional diffusive dynamics, the rebinding rate co
efficient k(y) should be calculated from the Kramers
theory rather than by the empirical Arrhenius expres
sion applied in previous work." If D is temperature
• x
Independent in this limit, the Kramers and Arrhenius
expressions will show the same exponential tempera
ture dependence. While in the simple Arrhenius form
the preexponent does not depend on y, it does if the
Kramers theory is employed.

Our goal is to obtain a closed-form expression for the
survival probability that could be differentiated analyti
cally with respect to the parameters of the potential.
This will enable us to use an efficient parameter-fitting
algorithm which utilizes analytic derivatives. Unfortu
nately, this limits us in the family of potentials searched
to those for which the Kramers rate expression can be
evaluated analytically. Since an analytical solution ex
ists for intersecting parabolas, we consider intersecting
parabolic bowls here. 19.2o Our assumption that both pro
tein and ligand coordinates are harmonic results in a
more simplistic yet possibly less realistic potential than
the intersecting Morse-exponential curves previously
used to describe the ligand mode." However, in contrast
to the manual adjustment of parameters applied earlier,
we construct a fully automated algorithm for a quantita
tive inversion of the kinetic data to yield the potential
parameters. Such an automated procedure is a prerequi
site for an accurate analysis of a large volume of experi
mental data.
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key) =.;a~T X';;) JAV ty) exp[-!!.vt(y)] (10)

This allows one to express k(y) in terms of !!.ut alone.
Equation lOis just slightly more complicated than the
Arrhenius expression used in previous work."

The initial distribution, g(y), is taken as the equilib
rium distribution of the bound state'4

whereA\rt == !!.ut/ksT. For a symmetric barrier, xt/x
1
=112

and eq 10 reduces to an expression already derived by
Kramers himself." Merzbacher" gives a hypergeomet
ric solution to the symmetric double-oscillator which,
when expanded to first order, reduces to the Kramers
expression. In the general case, M '# 0, one may use eq
3 to write

(11)

xt/X1=I - a..jAvt

0.2 == ksT/(ax;)

g(y) =Z-l f~ exp r-vo. y)] dx

""(_I)In exp (- 1(Y - Yi) (12)
7tk sT kaT

products ,-

O
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of various energy differ
ences in the potential surface, Fig. 1. T he circles denote the
bottom of the reactants' and products' wells. AlP(yJ is the
most probable barrier height in the frozen protein limit. AU,p is
the saddle point energy relevant in the isotropic limit. AutCycl
2) is approximately the effective barrier in the fast relaxation
limit (Sec. 110). The decomposition shown is a special case of
eq 5.

Here V(x,y) == U(x,y)/ks T is the dimensionless potential,
in units of the thermal energy ksT. It involves two inte
grals, a barrier, and a reactant-well integral, respec
tively. The second integral is just the normalization of
the reactants' equilibrium distribution. For parabolic
potentials in the limit of large barriers (large a), both
these integrations may be approximated analytically.
This is important in constructing an efficient parameter
fitting procedure. Using eq I we obtain

(4)

!!.lP(y) == Utx', y) - U (x" y) =a (xt - X,)2

=(e - fyoY _!!.E)2 / (ax;) (3)

where we have defined an energy £ by

k(yt l =D;I f' exp [V(x,y)] dx Dexp [-V(x,y)] dx (9)

Substituting in eq 5, one finds a saddle-point energy

!!.U =(e - !!.E)212£ (7)
sp

in agreement with previous work (see ref 20, eq 3.6).
This is essentially the Marcus expression for the activa
tion barrier of electron transfer reactions, provided that
the Marcus "intrinsic barrier" is identified with £/2 (see
eq 4.8 in ref 19). Indeed, in the limit of vanishing M,
one obtains xsp =XI 12, Ysp =Yo12, and!!.U': (Yo'2) =!!.Usp =
e 12. These relations are demonstrated schematically in
Fig. 2.

B. The Frozen Protein Limit
In the limit that D; ~ 0 (low temperatures), the

survival probability for two-dimensional anisotropic
diffusion on the potential surface U(x,y) reduces t01,18

Set) =f g(y) exp [- k(y)t] dy (8)

It is the average of the dissociation and relaxation ener
gies, a ~ and Iy~, respectively. Equation 3 corrects an
error in eq 3.7 of ref 20 while agreeing with eq 3.6 of
Sumi and Marcus." The quantity !!.lP(y) determines the
rebinding rate in the limit of frozen protein motion
obtained at low temperatures.

While the above energy difference is measured be
tween the ridgeline and the reactants at constant y, an
other energy difference is obtained between the
ridgeline and the bottom of the reactants' well,

!!.u.; (y) == Utx', y) - U(x 1' 0) =!!.ut(y) +fy2 (5)

This quantity is relevant for an equilibrated deoxy-Mb,
i.e., if the heme were to relax to the bottom of the
reactants' well. The minimum of !!.U.: (y) with respect to
y determines the location of the saddle-point

_£+M _£-M
xsp - 2E Xl' Ysp - 2E Yo (6)

From it, one can evaluate the y dependence of the barrier
height

where k(y) is the one-dimensional Kramers rate coeffi
cient for ligand binding along x and g(y) is the initial
distribution of protein conformations.

In the high barrier limit, the one-dimensional
Kramers rate expression reads"
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where Z is a normalization constant. In previous work"
the temperature in eq 12 was set to the glass-transition
temperature, T =190 K, which applies for fast cooling.
Here we take T as the actual temperature of the sample,
an assumption valid for slow cooling. The differences
between these two cases is small because the dominant
temperature dependence comes from k(y). eq 10. In
evaluating the integral in eq 12, we have assumed that
the MbCO well is deep, so that xt may be replaced by 00.

Equations 10 and 12, when inserted into eq 8. give an
explicit expression for Set) which requires the evalua
tion ofjust a single integral. We will replace this integral
by an analytic approximation. This will yield a closed
form expression for the survival probability, which
could then be readily fitted to experimental data. Since
the rate coefficient varies strongly with y, one may
apply a Perrin-like approximation," as is customarily
used in treating energy transfer.":" This amounts to
replacing the exponential by a step function

{
I . ify<y*

exp[-k(y)t] == 0, if y > y*

C. Comparison with EnthalpyDistributions
Several authors3•1S•16 have suggested activation enthalpy
(H) distributions. g(H), for fitting the low-temperature
survival probability

S(t) = f g(H) exp[-k(H)t] dH (I8a)

Alternatively, one may begin from a distribution of rate
coefficients, g(k). in which case the survival probability
is

S(t) =f g(k) exp(-kt) dk (18b)

The connection between the distribution of protein con
formations, g(y), employed in eq 8, and the other two
distributions is evidently

g(y) dy = g(H) dH = g(k) dk (19)

For our model, H == Aut. The question then arises when
comparing different models, which form of the distribu
tion should be utilized? As a concrete example, consider
the gamma-distribution of Young and Bowne"

The cutoff, y*, may be determined from the condition
that k(y*)t =1. Using this approximation. the survival
probability can be expressed as an error function

gYB (H) =[g/r(v + 1)] [(H - Hmin)fy]V

exp[- (H - Hm)/y] (20)

(15)

An approximation of similar nature has been used by
Champion and coworkers."

In order to extract the cutoff value, y*, one needs to
solve the transcendental equation k(y*)t =1. Using the
notations AV* == Avt(Y*) and

t == 2aDP(/1C kBD

in eq 10 we obtain

AV* =In 't + In (AV*)/2 + In (1- ex.{KV* ) (16a)

where ex is defined in eq 11 above. This equation may be
solved iteratively. First we neglect the last two terms on
the right-hand side. obtaining AV* == In t . Substituting
this result into the right-hand side of eq 16a yields

AV* =In t + In (In t)/2 + In (1 - a..;rn;t) (I6b)

Insertion into eq 3 gives a closed-form expression for
y*,

which is used in approximating the survival probability,
eq 14.

which depends on four parameters H
min

, v, y, and go'
This distribution. defined for H > Hmin• does not involve
a "protein coordinate", hence cannot be compared di
rectly with our g(y). In order to calculate the survival
probability from eq 18a, Young and Bowne" assume a
rate coefficient of the Arrhenius form

k(H) =A exp (-HlkBD (21)

with A being a constant preexponential. This differs
from the Kramers expression used here, eq 10, for which
the activation barrier appears also in the preexponent.
Hence one cannot expect the enthalpy distributions from
the two models to agree either.

The only form ofS(t) which is common to all models
seems to be eq 18b. Whenever two models fit the same
low-temperature data equally well, their rate coefficient
distributions must agree. The g(k) from our model can
be evaluated from eq 19 if the Jacobian dlddy =(did
dAvt) (dAVttdy) is known. These derivatives may in
tum be evaluated from eqs 10 and 3. We find that

dlddAvt =
-k(y) {I - (a. ..{iVt- 1/2)/[(0. ..(iVt- 1) Avt]} (22a)

dAvtldy=-2fyo a. ../AV t IkBT (22b)

The easiest way of evaluating g(k) is to scan y and for
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(25)
if x>xlp

if x<x.P

(29)

(27)

l1UJI == I::JJ.P - fro 14

and its height is

l1U~ = (axU2 - t£i 1(ax?) (28)

When 6£ « axU2 the effective barrier is approxi
mately axU4. This should becompared with the saddle
point energy which, under the same condition, is ap
proximately (axf +fyJ )/4. Therefore, the effective bar
rier is lower than the saddle-point by about a quarter of
the relaxational stabilization energy,

The constant C is given by C == -kBT In (TtkBTIf) 12.
Within the above approximation, the location of the

effective barrier is

Since the potential is additive, the y integration can now
be performed analytically, leading to

{
ar + C, if x < xlp

U (x) == (26)
·If a(x - Xt)2 + 26£ + C, if x> x.p

exp[-V.jx)]

I~ exp [- (ar + f (y - YO)2) 1kBT] dy,

As before, V.j,x) == UJx)lkBT.
For large barriers (large force constants, a and]) one

may obtain an excellent approximation for Utff For x <
x.

P
' the minimum of V(x,y) along y is in the reactants'

region, whereas for x> x.p' it is in the products' region
(x.

P
is the saddle-point location, approximately x/2).

Therefore, one may write

mation indeed coincides with the isotropic limit. The
fast relaxation limit is obtained by setting D.~ 00 in the
full 2d equation ofmotion. In this limit one cannot speak
of ligand motion at constant y, so that k(y) is no longer a
useful concept. Instead, one has to integrate over the fast
degree of freedom, which is now the protein coordinate.
This produces an effective potential, U.Ix), determined
by20

exp[-V.Jx)] =[~ exp [-V(x,y)] dy (24)

k('1 ~smallBY, I D =0" D D =00 U.,,(x),
eq8 ~j~ fu1l2d ~ eq24

frozen :; fast

D-~ ~
I <k.q> • J1U.

P
,

eq23 eq7

isotropic

each value of y calculate k(y) from eq 10 and g(k) by
combining eqs 12, 19, and 22.

D. The Fast Relaxation Limit
It is instructive to consider the predictions from the

potential (eq 1) in the opposite limit of fast protein
relaxation, which may correspond to the high tempera
ture limit of the observed ligand-binding kinetics. Here
the frozen-protein approximations, e.g., eq 8, are of
course no longer valid. Two limits are of interest, the
isotropic limit (D. =D) and the infinitely fast relaxation
limit (D » D ). To facilitate the discussion, we show in

y x

Fig. 3 a schematic representation of the various limits.
In the isotropic limit, one expects exponential kinet

ics with a rate coefficient corresponding to the saddle
point energy, eq 7. The same limit may be approached
via a different route;':" First, apply a Born
Oppenheimer-like approximation to the two-dimen
sional (2d) Smoluchowski equation. This approxima
tion, valid for small Dy' leads to effective ld dynamics
with a sink term, k(y). Subsequently, take the Dy~ 00

limit of the ld approximation. As D increases, the
y

protein relaxes and the distribution of protein conforma-
tions approaches the equilibrium distribution, g./y) ,
given by eq 12 with Yo replaced by zero. In this limit
the survival probability decays exponentially, S(t) =
exp(-(k)./), where (k)eq is just the equilibrium average
ofk(y),

(k)eq == f k(y) geq (y) dy ocf exp [-l1vt(y) - fi1kB1] dy

ocf exp [-l1 v~ (y)] dy (23)

Here l1V~ (y) == I::JJ~ (y)lkBT (see eq 5). Thus, to the
extent that the y dependence of the preexponential can
be neglected and a saddle-point approximation be used,
the activation energy obtained from eq 23 is the minimal
value of l1U.~ (y) with respect to y, which is just the
saddle-point energy, l1U.

P
' eq 7. Within the above ap

proximations, the large D
y

limit of the small Dyapproxi-

Fig. 3. A road map to various limits encountered in diffusive
dynamicson potentialenergy surfaces.

How can a classical system "tunnel" under the saddle
point in the potential surface? This may be understood
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with the aid of Fig. 2: One may decompose the path
leading from the stable reactant configuration, (xpO), to
the saddle-point, (x ,y ), into two segments with (x1'Y

sP
)

~ ~ .
as an intermediate configuration. I Motion along the first
segment involves an elevation gain of IY;p . Since this
occurs along Y, it is infinitely fast if D

y
~ 00. The rate

limiting step is traversing the segment from (xl,y
s
) to

( X Y ) with the elevation gain ~lP(y ), eq 3. This issp' sp sp

lower byfy2 than ~U ,so that if y z Yo 12(see Sectionsp sp sp

II A), one regains eq 29.
It is instructive to compare the above conclusions

with those of the group at Northwestern University." To
our knowledge, this group was first to suggest the infi
nite relaxation limit of eq 24. Unfortunately, the discus
sion in their paper concentrated on showing that the
activation energy of (k),q is larger than ~Usp' a conclu
sion based on an error in eq 3.7 there. At the same
time they assumed that ~U~ z ~Usp' Thus they
have missed the barrier-height reduction effect dis
cussed above. We have shown that the activation energy
of (k),q is approximately ~Usp' and both are larger than

~U~. . ..
The barrier reduction effect could be of major signifi-

cance in high-temperature ligand binding to heme pro
teins.' In this limit the iron may fluctuate rapidly in and
out of the porphyrin plane. As the slower ligand ap
proaches, the iron "snaps" on when closest to planarity.
Thus, while the low-temperature binding process is "li
gand assisted", it may be "protein assisted" at higher
temperatures.

III. DATA ANALYSIS
The approximations in Section II B form the basis for a
computer routine for fitting the parameters of a two
dimensional potential energy surface to kinetic data. As
a demonstration, we have fitted the data of Doster and
coworkers":'! of CO binding to horse Mb. The best-fit
potential is used to check the approximations invoked.

A. The Computer Algorithm
We have written a computer program that fits experi

mental data to the approximate survival probability of
eq 14. The cutoff value of the coordinate, y*, is calcu
lated from eq 17 with ~V* given by eq 16b. Using
symbolic mathematics software, such as Maple, both
first and second derivatives of Set) with respect to the
parameters are obtained analytically. This allows us to
employ an efficient minimization routine" for the least
squares deviation of eq 14 from the experimental data
points. The relevant parameters are the five parameters
appearing in the expression for the potential, eq I, and
the diffusion coefficient, D . To reduce the number of
adjustable parameters, we fix the values of XI and dE.

The choice of XI determines the distance scale. The
energy scale is already determined by keTo We fix dE
because previous studies (on a different potential)
showed its value has little effect on the quality of the
fit. 16To check this, we repeated the fitting procedure for
several M values.

B. Fitting Experiment
Figure 4 shows a fit of the model to horse-MbCO

data" over the temperature range of 60-145 K, using a
global (temperature-independent) parameter set. The
full curves are the analytic approximation, eq 14. A fit"
to the gamma-function distribution, IS eq 20, gives a
similar rms deviation to that of our fit. The dashed
curves in Fig. 4 are the exact survival probability of the
model obtained by numerically integrating eq 8 using
the best-fit parameters and the Kramers expression.'?
The relatively small deviation between the full and
dashed curves indicates that the approximations leading
to eq 14 are reasonably good. In principle, the best-fit
parameters may subsequently be readjusted to produce a
best-fit to the exact expression, eq 8.

The double-bowl potential obtained from the fit is
shown in Fig. I. M was arbitrarily chosen to be 5 kcal/
mol. We find that equally good fits may be obtained as
long as the binding reaction is either ergoneutral or
exoergic (see below). Since good fits have been ob
tained using intersecting Morse-exponential curves" we
suspect that the low-temperature data alone may be
insufficient for determining the "best" potential surface.

C. Checks and Comparisons
We may now use the best-fit parameters in checking

horse-MbCO

• 5 ... -3 2 1 100 101 10210.7 10~ 10' 10 10 10' 10'

time (sec)
Fig. 4. The low-temperature kineticsof CO binding to horse
myoglobin. Symbols are experimental dat~ obtai~ed. from
transient absorption in the Sorelbandat thedifferentindicated
temperatures. II Full curvesare a fit to the approximation in eq
14 with the following parameters: M =5 kcal/rnol, XI =8.8
adu, Yo = 2.07 adu, a = 1.04 kcal/iadu-mol), f = 8.07 kcal/
(adu'mol), and D =1.07· 10Ic aduvs, where adu =arbitrary
distanceunits.D;shed curves represent numerical integration
in eq 8. Notethe log-log scale.
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Fig. 7. The distribution of rebinding rate coefficients for low
temperatureCO binding to horse Mb. Boldcurve is the present
model. Dashed curve is from a fit to the gamma-function
distribution, eq 20, with the following parameters:') go= 1.6·
1Q9, v = 6.25, H,.;n = 1.22 kcal/mol, and 1 = 0.29 kcaVmol.

Fig. 6. The approximate solution to the transcendental equa
tion determining the cutoff value, y* (right y-axis). Note how
k(y*)t deviates only slightly from unity (left y-axis).

Fig. 5. The decay function, exp(-kt), for the Kramers rate
coefficient, k(y), given in eq 10. Due to the strong y-depen
dence of k(y), it resembles a step-function in y, as assumed in
eq 13.
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D. High Temperature Kinetics
The high temperature behavior is expected to be

governed by either the saddle-point energy, tJ.U,p' or the
effective barrier, tJ.Ue~ . These energies are given by eqs
7 and 28, respectively. While the latter is based on the
approximation in eq 26 for the effective potential, this
approximation is so good that it shows no detectable
deviations from the exact integral in eq 25.

We find that fits of similar quality may be obtained
over a wide range of M > O. As M is increased, both a
and Yo (see eq I) increase to maintain agreement with the
experimental data. This leads to an increase in both tJ.U

'pand tJ.U:/f with increasing M values, as demonstrated
in Fig. 8. Thus for the parabolic bowl potential consid
ered here, the low-temperature behavior does not
uniquely determine the high-temperature barrier.

It is interesting to note that the energy gap depen
dence shown in Fig. 8 is quite the opposite of the usual
trend in Bronsted series. In the conventional presenta
tion of structure-reactivity correlations," one considers
the !J.E dependence of the barrier height for a fixed
intrinsic barrier, f/2. For the parabolic potential ana
lyzed here, this leads to the Marcus energy gap law, eq
7, in which the barrier decreases with increasing
exoergicity in the "normal region", where M < e. In
contrast, Fig. 8 shows an energy-gap dependence for a
fixed survival probability, S(t). In the frozen protein
limit, this means constant tJ.[JI(y0)' not tJ.U,p' Increasing
M at fixed S(t) leads to an increasing intrinsic barrier,
f/2, and therefore also an increasing tJ.U .

.p

the approximations for the survival probability derived
in Section II B. Given the expression for kiy), eq 10,the
approximation in eq 14 for S(t) is based on the step
function approximation, eq 13, and the approximate
solution of the transcendental equation k(y*)t = I. Fig
ure 5 shows exp [-k(y)t] as a function of both y and t. For
every value of t this function indeed resembles a step
function. The value of y around which the jump occurs
is designated y*(t). It is estimated from the approximate
solution of k(y*)t = I, eq 17. This solution is shown in
Fig. 6 together with k(y*)t. The latter differs from unity
by just a few percent, showing that the approximation
for y* is a good one. It is seen to improve for longer
times. The combined effect of both approximations has
already been demonstrated by the dashed curves in Fig. 4.

Doster and coworkers II originally fitted their data to
the gamma-distribution, eq 20. Figure 7 compares the
g(k) obtained from their fit with the g(k) calculated from
the present fit by utilizing eqs 19 and 22. While some
differences between the two distributions are visible,
they are smallest in the time-window relevant in moni
toring the low-temperature kinetics.
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Fig. 8. Saddle-point energy and effective barrier, eqs 7 and 28,
as obtained by fitting the horse-MbCO data of Fig. 4 using
different binding energies. The intrinsic barrier, e12, is an
upper bound for the saddle-point energy (dashed curve). The
approximation to tiU.~ utilizing eq 29 is demonstrated by
another dashed curve.

Figure 8 also shows that the effective barrier can
indeed be substantially lower than the saddle-point en
ergy. One interpretation of this effect is (Section II D, eq
29) that IiU.~ essentially equals /il}t(yrJ2). This quan
tity is shown by the dashed curve which agrees remark
ably well with IiU;'. Unfortunately, both IiU.p and
IiU;' are too large, as compared with the experimental
estimate of about 5 kcal/mol. 10

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we have considered the kinetic inversion
problem which involves transforming transient kinetic
binding data into a two-dimensional potential surface.
Such a surface allows for the modulation of the barrier
along the reaction coordinate by a "perpendicular" coor
dinate which, for the heme protein problem, represents
functionally-important protein conformations. Our in
version strategy is based on obtaining good analytic
approximations for the survival probability. The ap
proximate expression for S(t) is differentiated analyti
cally with respect to the parameters of the potential,
which allows the utilization of efficient minimization
algorithms for their determination. These parameters
could be subsequently refined to yield a best fit of the
data to the exact expression of the survival probability.

To demonstrate the utility of the procedure, we have
considered the simple two-dimensional potential com
posed of two intersecting parabolic bowls.19•2o For this
potential, excellent approximations for the survival
probability in the frozen-protein limit have been ob
tained. In addition, a simple expression for the high-

temperature effective barrier has been derived. While
the approximate S(t) can be fitted to the low-tempera
ture data" of CO binding to horse Mb, the fitted poten
tial is not unique, hence not capable of predicting the
high-temperature behavior. This apparently contrasts
with the properties of the Morse-exponential potential
utilized by Agmon and Hopfield." Therefore the para
bolic-bowl potential is not likely to be a good candidate
for fitting heme-protein data over an extended tempera
ture range. This potential is nonetheless interesting
theoretically, and may represent other important physi
cal situations. One such example is intramolecular
charge-transfer which may be activated by both in
tramolecular (vibrational) modes, x, and solvent modes,
y.19

While it is clear that the model potential for a binding
reaction must involve two displaced wells, not all
double-well potentials are alike. How the binding
curves would depend on the exact shape of the potential
is not yet well understood. Such a question could only
be investigated with the aid of an automated inversion
routine like the one developed in this work. It is there
fore hoped that our inversion procedure could be gener
alized to encompass a larger family of double-well po
tentials. Work along these lines is currently in progress.
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